Free-viewing chimeric stimuli tasks have been used in a number of studies to assess perceptual asymmetries and draw inferences about hemispheric lateralization in children and adults. In order to determine whether perceptual asymmetries for nonverbal information are present in children, a free-viewing chimeric stimuli task was used in 63 normally developing 6-through 16-year-old children. Stimuli included affect (happy faces), gender, quantity, and shape. An overall left hemispace (LHS) advantage was present by 6 years of age. This LHS preference was more prominent by age 10 and then plateaued. No preference for shape was detected at any of the age ranges studied. These results suggest that perceptual asymmetries for visual stimuli develop during childhood and appear to reach a plateau by age 10. The observed specificity for certain types of nonverbal stimuli should be taken into account in future studies of perceptual asymmetry in both normal and neurologically impaired children. © 2000 Academic Press Numerous studies have demonstrated that, in adult right-handers, there is a right visual field (RVF), and thus left hemisphere, preference for verbal material and a left visual field (LVF), or right hemisphere, preference for nonverbal material. Most of these studies utilized tachistoscopic tasks in which stimuli could be presented to only one visual field selectively. Kimura (1966) showed that verbal stimuli (letters of the alphabet) presented to adult subjects tachistoscopically were more accurately identified in the RVF, whereas nonverbal stimuli (dots) were more accurately identified in the LVF. Gilbert and Bakan (1973) extended the nonverbal stimuli to human faces. Their experiments used freely viewed photographs of human faces, in either the original or reverse orientation, which were split down the midlines of the face and then rejoined to their mirror images so that each composite was
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